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The studies with the single-channel detector using 

the non-ASIC electronic setup show that the signal-to-

noise ratio is not sufficient to detect MIPs reliable.

However, the measurements with the strip sensor exhibit that filtering 

the signal with the seed-cut procedure in combination with the lower noise 

of an ASIC integrated circuit like the APV readout electronics allow to 

recover a certain amount of hits.

Conclusion

Outlook
To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, we are currently working on two 

approaches in parallel. 

First, we want to maximize the signal heights by maximizing the 

thickness of the depletion zone. Second, we are developing a 

new readout system, which will be integrated into an ASIC 

structure, based on the experience we gained from 

the measurements.

At MedAustron bias 

voltage scans (100 - 

700 V) and energy 

scans (62 - 800 MeV) 

are conducted using the 

APV25 readout chip and the 

Belle-II readout electronics. 

The APV25 is an ASIC with 128 

channels of charge sensitive 

preamplifiers and shaping stages.

These chips are read out by a FADC originally developed for 

the Belle-II project. For this purpose only 64 channels are 

used. The setup consists of four 5x5 cm silicon tracker planes 

and two 5x5 cm scintilators used for event triggering. The 

silicon carbide strip sensor (DUT) is located between the front 

and rear tracker planes. Bias voltage scans show a 

mathematical full depletion voltage at 360 V. Due to 

uncertainties at 400 V, at which lower signals are measured 

than at the full depletion voltage, further energy scan 

measurements are conducted at a bias voltage of 500 V. A 

typical signal of this sensor with protons at an energy of 145 

MeV can be distinguished as a Landau distributed histogram. 

The noise of this sensor is Gaussian distributed. Noise and 

signal are separable for energies up to 252 MeV. For 800 MeV 

noise and signal overlap. With the Belle-II readout it is still 

possible to separate noise and signal by filtering events with 

consecutive measurements over a certain threshold. A particle 

pulse is sampled every 25ns. Six samples are stored on each 

triggered event. The threshold can now be set via a seed cut 

and the minimum length of an event (how many samples must 

be higher than the threshold) can be adjusted. Generally a 

particle hits multiple strips of a sensor and the energy of this 

particle is distributed along these strips. This is called seed. 

The threshold is determined by noise (two sigma) times seed 

cut. With the threshold set, a Landau distribution of the signal 

at 800 MeV can be seen.

All beam energies are below the proton MIP energy (2.5 GeV), which leads to higher signal amplitudes and 

therefor to a shift of the Landau distribution to higher values, while the Gaussian distributed noise stays at the 

same position. The consequence is that the “tail” of the Landau distribution gets visible in the 

measurements shown down below. To compare the signal heights of different beam energies, a 

table is also shown, which gives the number of MIPs, that would be necessary to create 

the same signal as a particle with the corresponding energy.   

Testbeam measurements at MedAustron
The MedAustron is a research and cancer treatment facility located in Wiener Neustadt (Austria). The central 

part is a synchrotron, producing proton beams with 62-250 MeV in clinical mode and up to 800 MeV for research 

purposes. Besides the nominal high beam intensities (1010 particles per 5 s spill), special low flux settings with 

particle rates around 3 kHz, 400 kHz and 4 MHz were introduced. Additionally to the proton beam, a carbon ion 

beam can also be provided. Further, a beam with helium ions is currently planned.   

Single channel sensor

At MedAustron the silicon carbide and a silicon sensor 

are operated in in-line in a proton beam with energies 

of 62 - 800 MeV, while the bias voltages are kept

constant at 400 V. The silicon signal is used to trigger 

the oscilloscope (Tektronix DSA 70804 BW 8 GHz), 

which captures the waveforms of both sensors. At the 

same time the signals are discriminated by two 

comparators and counted by an FPGA. The counts 

are used to display the particle rates.        
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Due to these properties, two sensors from the same 

wafer are investigated to study the possibility of using 4H 

silicon carbide as detector material for high-intensity ion 

beams. The first one is a planar single-channel sensor 

with an area of 3x3 mm and an active thickness of 45 �m. The second 

one is a 64 strip sensor with 50 �m pitch and  an thickness of 45 �m.     

Silicon carbide for particle detectors
Primary characteristics of solid-state detectors based on silicon carbide are: 

p-on-n SiC planar single channel 

p-on-n SiC strip sensor

Laboratory measurements
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Alpha source 

Beta telescope 

In the beta 

telescope setup, the 

single channel silicon 

carbide sensor is placed 

in front of a LGAD sensor. 

From the emission spectrum of 

the Strontium-90 �- source only MIP 

particles can travel through the first pcb 

board and produce a signal on the LGAD detector. 

The signal is then used to trigger an oscilloscope (Tektronix 

DSA 70804 BW 8 GHz), which captures the signal forms of 

both sensors produced by the MIP particle. After capturing a 

certain number of signals, they are transferred to a computer, 

where the maximum of every signal is determined and plot into 

a histogram. This process is repeated for different silicon 

carbide bias voltages from 100 V to 400 V.

The signal heights from particles with uniform energy are 

Landau distributed. The Landau distribution is not visible here 

because of the predominance of the Gaussian distributed 

noise, which is also why changing the bias voltage and thus the 

size of the depletion area has no effect on the histogram 

shape. The signal to noise ratio for MIPs in this specific setup is 

therefore not sufficient to detected reliably MIPs.
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Higher bandgap than silicon (3.25 eV SiC / 1.1 eV Si) [3], 

which reduces the dark current, eliminating the need for 

cooling even in harsh environments. 

Fast signal collection due to high electron mobility [4].

Temperature independent performance up to few 100 °C [4].

Compared to scintillators and silicon detectors, SiC 

detectors have a enhanced radiation hardness [3], which 

leads to fewer material alterations, resulting in a longer 

lifetime, especially under high radiation conditions.

  

The possible sensor thicknesses are smaller, 

which, combined with the higher bandgap, leads to 

smaller signal amplitudes.

To establish measurements with higher signal amplitudes, the 

Strontium-90 source is replaced by an Americium-241 �-emitter. 

The signal-form-capturing of the oscilloscope is triggered by the 

silicon carbide signal itself. The oscilloscope edge trigger is set 

to 192 mV for a bias of 100 V and 400 V and to 228 mV for 200 

V. The maximum values are again plotted into a histogram. The 

scattering in 4 mm air between Am source and detector causes 

the distinct Am peaks to widen and cause the shape of the 

measured spectrum. This has been verified by Geant4/Gate 

simulations. In the second graph, the 400 V bias signals and 

their mean value (red curve) can be seen. The green curve 

shows the expected output of the measurement. It is a result of 

a simulation conducted in the Weightfield2 program.
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